LESLEY SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
ACTIVITY PLAN
MOTION AND FORCES
This unit is combined with Prentice Hall Science Explorer’s Forces, Motion and
Energy unit and a redesigned district created unit ( Franklin Public Schools)
Introduction :This lesson focuses on factors that cause and effect motion and
forces.
Prior knowledge in the scientific method and the design process would facilitate the
lesson. Benchmark lessons in tool safety, equipment usage , and graphing would enhance
the project as well.
Brief Description of Group to be Taught: This unit is tailored to a class size of
approximately 24 students. Abilities range from special needs ( ~15%-20%), regular ed( ~75%)
and advanced students( (~5-10%).
Relationship of this Lesson to the unit: This lesson will launch a review in describing
and measuring motion to exploring the nature of forces. Students will gain knowledge of
flight and rocket design, apply knowledge to a particular problem , analyze and assess their
results.
Massachusetts Frameworks Strand and Learning Standard:
Strand : Physical Science
Standard #11: Explain and give examples of how the motion of an object can be described by its
position, direction and motion of speed. That motion can be represented on a graph.
Strand: Science and Technology
Standard 6.1: Identify and compare examples of transportation systems.
6.4 Identify and explain lift, drag, friction, thrust and gravity in a vehicle or device
Concepts:
 An object is in motion if it changes position relative to a reference point.
 If you know the distance an object travels in a certain amount of time, you can
calculate the speed of an object.
 Speed = Distance/Time
 You can show the motion of an object on a line graph in which you plot distance
versus time.
 Force is describe by its strength and by the direction which it acts.
 If more than one force acts upon an object along a straight line, the forces will
reinforce or cancel one another, depending on direction and magnitude.
 Two factors affect the gravitational attraction between objects: mass and
distance.
 Newton’s Laws applied in real life

Processes: Through a series of explorations and activities students will learn how to predict,
observe, measure and communicate results as well as experiment , identify and control variables,
interpret and graph data. The major project will be the building of and launching of a bottle
rocket.

Science Habit of Mind: Be not superstitious. Realize nothing happens without a cause.

Be curious.
Open-mindedness. Be willing to change your mind.
Keep records of investigations and observations and do not change
your results.
Other Subject Area Objectives:

Math – graphing
Language Arts – instructional reading
Music – Science Song ( adapted from Gloria Gaynor’s, “ I will survive”) as well as
student contributions
Art – personalizing and customizing bottle rockets using various techniques
Tech Ed – tool safety and usage
Session Length: This unit will have two major sections ( Motion and Forces) , each
utilizing approximately 4-5 one hour periods.
Materials Needed : (Per group of 4)

 Blue books (one per student)
 Assorted objects ; pebbles/rocks, ping pong /clay balls, grapes/ grapefruits, weights,
etc. (each table should have same objects for class comparisons/discussion)
Additional Classroom materials:







Chart paper, markers
Stopwatch, altitude finder
CD player ( eventually for Science Song)
Cups (1 per table for pens in middle)
Red/Green cups(one set per table, otherwise known as “help-o-meters” )
1 set popsicle sticks with students name on each to draw for class discussions

DAY 1

Section 1 – Motion (1-2 lessons)

TIME
Student
entrance
(5-10
min)

PROCEDURE
- Students enter, hand out blue books and direct them to follow
instructions on dry erase board;
- They need to sit in assigned groups and fill out title, heading for blue
book ( journal to be used for duration of this unit). They should also write
their name on popsicle stick . Have a student collect and turn in .
(Note: groups will sit and collaborate in groups of four. Each is
responsible for their own journal. Bottle rockets will be constructed in
pairs.)

~5
minutes

Direct students to warm-up question. This is the first entry in their journal
( Write question and response. Answer independently)
? List as many objects you can think of that are in motion.

15-30
minutes

Using pens in the middle, have students brainstorm together to complete a
list of objects in motion. Using chart paper , create a class list.
? How would you describe their motion( from here , craft a definition for

CONCEPT
Roles and
groups

Community of
Learners

motion and reference point to be written in journals).
? If you were to drop a cherry tomato ( 10 g) and a beefsteak tomato(100
g) from the same height, which would land first and why? ( Allow
students to discuss and agree/disagree on their response).
Show clip from forces and motion video ( 4 minutes). This video shows
the simulation and explains why. It also introduces mass and gravity .
? What are some other investigations we could conduct to explore motion
Have students generate some ideas for further experiments, some they can
perform if time permits. Record in journal.
10
minutes

Place an office chair in front of the classroom, pull a students name from
the popsicle sticks ( to keep it random) to volunteer to sit in the chair for a
demonstration. Pull another students name to serve as the safety officer,
and stand on the opposite side of the room.
Ask the student in the chair to place his/her feet on a stationary object
( desk, wall) and push off toward the safety officer. The safety officer
should stop the chair’s momentum as needed.
Ask the students about the momentum of the chair. Explain that the chair
was propelled as a result of action and reaction. Describe Newton’s Third
Law of Motion: For every action, there is an opposite and equal reaction.
Ask students to think of other examples of Newton’s Third Law.
Concepts/Wrap-up
(Should be written on chart paper or dry erase and kept on wall
throughout unit)
 How do you know if an object is moving?
 Suppose you are riding a bike. Describe your motion relative to the
bike, road/path and sun.
 What affect does mass and gravity have on speed? What about
distance?
( Depending on abilities within groups, direct students to answer some
or all of the questions in their journal. Discuss as a class.
HOMEWORK:
 Encourage students to bring in or identify music, videos, and
other media that has to do with motion and forces. This can be
played during class time if/when appropriate.
 Students need to bring in an empty 2 liter bottle for bottle rocket
project. (1 per pair, extras always welcome)

Novice
Predict and

Student takes wild

Competent
Student indicates

Expert
Student clearly

Habit of Mind

Habits of mind

Observe

guess using no prior
knowledge

some prior
knowledge.

demonstrates prior
knowledge and
considers further
possibilities

Recognition of
cause and effect
(be not
superstitious)

Student continues
through activities
without connecting
why what happens
does in fact happen.

Student recognizes
motion occurs due to
some forces although
not exactly sure why

Student not only
demonstrates clear
understanding of
cause and effect , but
also can identify
relationship of motion
and forces using
appropriate
vocabulary

Student can respond
to 2-3 questions

Student can respond
to all three questions
and extend findings to
further possible
explorations.

How do you know if Student can respond
an object is moving? to 1-2- questions
What affect does
mass and gravity
have on speed?
How does motion,
mass and gravity
relate to our
everyday lives?

NOTES : More than likely , this unit will run into next class, depending on group
discussions. Once students get thinking, time flies. Make a notion of where you left off.
Pick up and use review question for warm-up for next class.

DAY 2
Materials Needed:

 2 Pitsco bottle Rocket kits ( 1 kit per 2 students)
Includes instruction booklet students are required to read
 2-2liter soda bottles ( students can bring in)
 2 blue books ( to record findings)
 1 each of the following; low temp glue gun, glue slugs, permanent marker,
transparent adhesive tape, scissors, and masking tape
 1 film canister, 1 Alka-Seltzer tablet, small amount of water ( ~10-30 ml ), paper
towel

Additional Classroom Materials:
 Stopwatches (~3 to find average time)
 Altitude Finder
 CD player
 Pitsco Bottle Rocket video
 Student crafted video about bottle rocket construction

 Chart paper and markers, graph paper, rulers,pencils

SECTION 2- FORCES 1-2 lessons)
TIME
5-15
minutes

PROCEDURE
? Warm up question (can vary based on where we left off last class)
Define the following terms on scrap paper:
mass, gravity, reference point , Newton’s Third Law
Use these terms in a well written sentence ( or two) to describe motion)
Allow students with re-call issues to use their notes.

10-20
minutes

10
minutes

20
minutes

5+
minutes

Using popsicle sticks, call on student participation( advise any students
with anxiety ahead of time so they have time to think) to share ideas.
Using water/ice tea/mud analogy, assess who is ready to move on and
who needs extra help with the concepts.
Introduce the concept of force using the film canister activity.( Discuss
safety before giving students materials )
Have students first predict what will happen then record results and why.
?What are some factors affecting your results
Introduce Newton’s first and second laws using examples. Record in
journal.
Using activity from Science Sampler, allow students time to work in their
groups to demonstrate distance vs. time using graphs given as handout.
This activity reviews graphing interpretations.
Force=mass x acceleration (review and apply)
Discuss interpretations as a group.
Introduce bottle rocket project and expectations. Show Pitsco video about
assembly. Video also covers basic parts and functions of rockets. Post
video questions before showing video so students know what to look for.
Hand out assembly instructions. Inform them they will be responsible for
writing a summary of the assembly procedure before they are allowed to
begin ( next class). Instructions should be kept in folder with journal .
Concepts/Wrap-up;
? Which of Newton’s Laws explains how a rocket lifts off?
? How do action-reaction pairs explain how a rocket lifts off?
? As a rocket travels upward from Earth, air resistance decreases along
with the force of gravity. The rocket’s mass also decreases as fuel is used
up. How do these factors affect the rocket’s acceleration?
(This can be the warm-up for next class and or food for thought
homework)
Make sure student has vocabulary in journal recorded and defined;
(force ,gravity ,friction ,drag ,lift ,thrust ,Newton’s Laws etc.)

CONCEPT

Homework:
Using today’s vocabulary ( 4+ terms), answer the following in a well
written paragraph;
What forces are acting on a person parachuting from an airplane.?

Novice

Competent

Expert

Identify and
control variables

Student is uncertain
about dependent and
dependent variables

Student can identify
dependent and
independent variables

Student can identify
and implement
variables as well

Interpreting and
graphing data

Student needs more
practice with Walk
this Way activity

Student can identify
motion with graph in
Walk this Way

Student can
demonstrate Walk this
Way activity as well
as manipulate and
demonstrate changes
within the graphs

Recognition of
cause and effect

Student has trouble
identifying reasons for
Alka- Seltzer
reactions

Student can use
vocabulary to explain
cause and effect of
Alka- Selter Activity

Student can explain
cause and effect of
Alka Seltzer activity
as well as infer why a
bottle rocket might
possible fly.

Student needs
prompting to identify
laws and or examples

Student can identify
laws or examples

Student can identify
laws and give real life
examples

(Things happen for
a reason)
Newton’s Laws

DAY 3-4
:

SECTION 3 Rocket Assembly/Launching (1-2 classes)

Materials Needed:

Same as last class
Help-o-meter – 1 per table ( 1 red/1green cup taped together )

TIME
5-10
minutes

PROCEDURE
Warm-Up;
Have students review/edit exit questions from last class
? How do you describe speed (on scrap paper)
Discuss speed as a group. Craft an appropriate definition based on
discussion using formula, Speed = Distance/Time
Findings should be recorded in journal
Students should have their 2 liter bottles by now.
Hopefully you have enough 2 liter bottles ( have a supply on hand in case)

10-15
minutes

30
minutes

10
minutes

Show student created video on bottle rocket assembly. Inform students they
should be taking notes on procedure to follow. Have them check their
procedure with the written instructions. Have students compare notes in
groups. Check one students notes then have them check the rest of their
groups .Let students know they will ultimately be graphing and interpreting
their results as a class.
As students work in pairs, allow one student to collect materials and begin
construction. Circulate throughout the classroom . If students have a
question they should have a red side of the “help-o-meter” up (If all is
well the green side is up. If they need help the red side is up. This cuts
down on confusion, and a trail of students following you around the room .
They can also be working on something else while waiting).
Music can be played at this time.
Alert students to clean up. Check by table to make sure all materials are
accounted for and put away. Play “ I will survive” the bottle rocket song as
closing to the lesson and challenge them to include/adapt their own lyrics.
Use any other appropriate music students brought in.
Days 3 and 4 will be similar in content. Students work at different rates and
abilities. Circulate among class and conference with groups, pairs and
individuals. Check homework by determining whether students can
verbalize or demonstrate their response to the parachute question as well as
their bottle rocket. This should be a major part of their assessment.
Students should finish bottle rockets in 2 classes.

CONCEPT

Novice

Competent

Expert
Student can create
graph properly labeled
and and demonstrate
understanding results
of changes in distance
and time
Student can
summarize
instructions and
comfortably apply
them to actual
construction of rocket
Student can apply
formula to graph and
As well as predict
what will happen with
variances in data.

Graphing and
interpreting data

Student needs
assistance to create
graph with labelling

Student can create
graph and understand
labelling

Following
instructions
(given orally and
written)

Student cannot write
summary of
instructions

Student can
summarize
instructions

Student cannot
connect formula of
speed with graph yet

Student can apply
formula to graph

Calculating speed

Day 4-5 Bottle Rocket Launching
TIME
PROCEDURE
10
Direct students to the launching instructions on the board.
minutes Set up ands show students the parts of the launcher and safety tips. Show
students how to use the altitude finder. Go outside.

CONCEPT

15
minutes

First launch a bottle without any fins or nose. What happened?
Launch a couple of previously constructed rockets. Check students rockets
for imperfections that could seriously affect results (i.e. holes). Have a
student take the altitude finder 75 meters away (use 100 meter measuring
tape).

30
minutes

Have student ( in pre-determined order) place rocket on launcher. Have
students launch their rockets and record results on the assessment sheet.
Continue until all students have launched or as time permits.
Homework;
Be prepared to answer the following questions next class;
1. Describe how your rocket performed:
2. How did your rocket’s design and construction affect it’s
performance?
3. What forces were working on your rocket and how did these factors
affect its flight?

Next class; hand out assessments. Allow students to use their notes if
necessary.

ASSESSMENT:

Technology, Engineering And More…

Rockets
Name:

Date:

UA#:

I. ANALYSIS
1. DATA

Altitude:
Time in Flight:
Mass:
Average Velocity:
Momentum:

2. RUBRIC
Speed
Stability:
Construction:
Fall/Landing:
Total score:

II. REFLECTION

1. Draw your rocket in the
rectangle on the right, and
label all of the parts.

meters
seconds
kg
meters/second
KgXm/s

Rockets

(cont’d)

2. Describe how your rocket performed:

3. How did your rocket's design and construction affect it's
performance?

4. What forces were working on your rocket, and how did
these forces affect it's flight?

5. How could you have improved your rocket?

Unit Resources
TEXT
Prentice Hall Co. Science Explorer: Motion, Forces and Energy.(2005). Pearson
education Inc.
Glencoe McGraw – Hill Technology Interactions. (1999). Glencoe McGraw-Hill Inc.

KITS/EQUIPMENT
Pitsco R2K Bottle Rocket Kit (#Y20759- $65.00)
Pitsco Aquaport Launcher (#Y55499- $139.00)
Deluxe Port pump (#Y19978- $69.95)
ONLINE
Massachusetts Department of Education Curriculum Frameworks (October 2006) .
Science and Technology Engineering.
http://www.howstuffworks.com
http://www.geocities.com/rocketcorps/

